Climate change affecting ability to prevent US wildfires: study

October 7 2023, by Sara HUSSEIN

Wildfires have ravaged areas in countries from Greece to Indonesia this year.

Shifting weather patterns caused by climate change are limiting when controlled burns can be carried out to prevent wildfires in the western United States, a new study warns.
Controlled burns, also known as prescribed fires, are a tool to preemptively dispose of combustible vegetation with the goal of preventing larger, uncontrolled fires.

But they are only possible under specific conditions—so-called burn windows—when undergrowth is neither so dry it risks burning out of control nor so damp it won't burn at all.

The number of burn windows in a year varies by region and climate, but conditions are generally best in spring or autumn in the western United States, the region covered by the study.

To examine how climate change might affect that, scientists from the University of California and Washington State University used computer modeling.

They looked how many days a year met burn window conditions historically, and how that might change in a "moderate warming" scenario of a two-degree Celsius temperature increase.

Despite regional variations, they found a clear trend, with suitable days already decreasing and likely to do so further.

In the southern part of the area studied, the number of lost days in decades ahead ranged from 15 to 30 a year, with smaller decreases further north.

In localized areas, modeling showed small increases in the number of suitable days, though the paper warns those gains may be temporary.

That's because while dry conditions can initially make circumstances more favorable in damp areas, eventually the balance can tip and leave vegetation too dry to burn safely.
"Contemporary practitioners of prescribed fire are operating under climate and vegetation conditions that are increasingly outside the envelope of historical experience," the authors wrote.

The paper was published Tuesday in *Communications Earth and Environment*, a Nature journal.

Australian firefighters have been carrying out controlled burns ahead of bushfire season.

'Acceptable trade-offs'

The findings offer some hope that shifting policies could address
shrinking burn windows.

The authors note that winter, while not currently a time used for prescribed burns in the region, should stay as favorable, or become even more so in some areas.

That supports calls "for an expanded year-round fire management workforce whose responsibilities extend beyond fighting wildfires to also encompass the management of prescribed fire," the authors wrote.

One complicating factor is the smoke generated by controlled fires, with burn windows currently dictated in part by the likelihood of burning affecting local residents.

The researchers found "low-level stagnation"—a combination of wind and rain patterns—is likely to increase with climate change.

That could further constrain policymakers, who are generally keen to limit burning at times when it could leave smoke sitting over local communities.

The authors suggested policymakers need to weigh the potentially greater air pollution risks if wildfires erupt.

"Greater tolerance of dispersed smoke emissions from prescribed fires may potentially be deemed an acceptable trade-off to reduce the risk of extreme air pollution episodes resulting from catastrophic wildfire smoke events."

While the study only covers the western United States, wildfires have ravaged areas from Greece to Indonesia this year.

Australia carried out controlled burning earlier this month in preparation
for a looming bushfire season.

Unusually wet conditions this year have produced large amounts of undergrowth that experts fear could contribute to the worst bushfire season since the country's 2019-2020 "Black Summer".
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